
TOWARDS A CASE FOR ISOCHRONOUS VERSE 
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Un1vers1ty of North Carol 1na at Charlotte 

The notion that the rhythms of poetry 1n Engl 1sh can be some-
th 1 ng other than sy I I ab 1 c rhythms 1 s not rea I I y new, dat 1 , at 
least, from Thomas Campion, being echoed by Samuel Taylor ler1dge 
and Sidney Lanier, occurring as "sprung rhythm" 1n the poems of 
Gerard Manley Hopkins, and recurring frequently among the modern 
poets, 1nclud1ng W1II1am Carlos W1II1ams' concept of the "variable 
foot " 

And I 1ngu1sts have, at times, worked with the notion of non-
llab1c rhythms 1n poetry 1n English For example, 1n "Towards 

a I Poet 1 cs Metr1 ca I Pattern 1 ng 1 n 'The W 1ndhover', 11 Char I es 
Scott demonstrates that Hopkins' "sprung rhythm" 1s not al I 1tera-
t1 1 n the same sense that Old Eng I 1sh poetry 1s al I 1terat1ve, 
and 1t 1s not strictly formulated 1n the 1amb1c trad1t1on, 
rather, Scott f 1 nds that Hopk 1ns 1 poem 1 s a b I end 1 ng of the two 
traditions 1n Engl 1sh poetry, and that "The W1ndhover" 1s, at least 
1 n pa rt, 1 soch ronous 

However, not al I 1sts agree that Hopkins' rhythms are 
1 soch ronous--or even 1 soch ron 1 sm ex 1 sts Dav 1 d Crysta I, for 
example, 1n his Prosodic Systems and Intonation 1n Engl 1sh, tends 
to d1scred1t the concept of 1sochron1sm "Clearly," he writes, "if 
one means by 1sochrony a direct perception of peaks of prom-
inence running through al I the utterances of an 1 1v1dual, then 
English 1s not isochronous" (162) And Crystal continues to dis-
count the concept of 1sochron1sm, seemingly, more than anything 
else, upon the strength of the argument presented by Yao Shen and 
G1 les G Peterson 1n their lsochron1sm 1n Engl 1sh 

The Shen/Peterson monograph 1s the report of an 1nqu1 ry into 
the nature of and into the very existence of 1sochron1sm 1n Engl 1sh, 
and 1 n the cone I us 1 on of the study, they wr1 te "we d 1 d not 1 nd 
1sochron1srn 1n our I 1m1ted data and therefore cannot say that there 
1s 1sochron1sm 1n Engl 1sh"C24) 

Although the Shen/Peterson monograph discounts 1sochron1sm 1n 
Engl 1sh, the cr1ter1a by which they establ 1sh and control their 
study are questionable In essense, they establ 1sh the boundaries 
of the "supposed" 1 soch ronous un 1 ts at the beg 1nn1 ng of a sy 11 ab I e 
conta1n1ng a primary stress and at the end of the syllable pre-
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ceding the next primary stress--
~ ..,.v 1..,. ' v I ,.... 11r1l1s -tz + ver1y +11yz1y 
L- - measured ---1 

with the measured unit marked by the bracketing beneath the sen-
tence (33) 
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The Shen/Peterson cr1ter1a for the determ1nat1on of the 
boundaries of the "supposed" isochronous units are based pr1mar1 ly 
upon three statements, al I s1m1 lar, by Kenneth P1 ke, and upon an 
analogous statement from Harold Wh1tehal I 1s and Archibald H1 I I's 
"A Report on the Language-Literature Seminar" Al I three of Prof 
P1ke 1s statements, which provide the core from which the Shen/ 
Peterson criteria are developed, are s1m1 lar to the fol lowing state-
ment from Pike's The Intonation of American English 

The t1m1ng of rhythm units produce a rhythmic 
succession which 1s an extremely important 
character1st1c of Engl 1sh phonological struc-
ture The units tend to fol low one another 
1n such a way that the lapse of time between 
the beg1nn1ng of their prominent syl I ables 1s 
somewhat uniform (34) I 

--and the Whitehall/Hill statement reads "the amount of time be-
tween two primary stresses tends to be the same, 1rrespect1ve of the 
amount of material between them" (490) 

The Shen/Peterson monograph rel 1es heav1 ly upon these state-
ments of tendency and converts them into absolutes which, 1n turn, 
become the cr1ter1a for the determ1nat1on of the boundaries of the 
"supposed" 1 soch ronous un 1 ts 

First, there are three essential factors They 
are I) Two pr 1 mary stresses The f 1 rst one 
marks the beg1nn1ng of the time span to be 
measured, and the second marks the end of 1t 
2) One terminal Juncture This Juncture occurs 
between the two primary stresses 3) A time 
span This 1s the time interval between the 
first and second primary (13) 

However, strict adherence to those cr1ter1a seem to lead to certain 
1nfeas1ble readings, as 1n the example below 
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A V .I ,- v '> i'v ~ V brr') +8a +
1
kahr I breytar + a?nd + 1qn1s;-n + f1y-tld 
--measured-----~] 

1n which a terminal juncture 1s placed at mid-word (30) 

If the statements of tendency were the onlv statements made by 
Prof Pike and by Prof Wh1tehal I and Prof H1 I I, then 1t might 
be conceivable to have formulated the cr1ter1a for the determ1na-
t1on of the boundaries of the "supposed" isochronous units as they 
were formulated 1n the Shen/Peterson monograph however, the state-
ments of tendency do occur w1th1n contexts which are totally d1 
regarded 1n formulating the Shen/Peterson cr1ter1a for the determ1-
nat1on of boundaries For example, the Wh1tehal l/H111 stipu-
lates Ifie boundaries for the isochronous units l1eve 
that a anguage having character1st1cs like English w1 II most 
necessar1 ly create a metrical form 1n which what 1s counted 1s the 
number of strong stresses, and 1n which the number of weak stressed 
syl lnbles 1s irrelevant The whole of the material w1 II be further 
arranged into juncture units" (491) That 1s, the boundaries of 
the isochronous units are not primary stresses, but are junctures 
instead And the statements by Prof Pike, statements which com-
pletely surround the statements of tendency cited tn the Shen/ 
Peterson monograph, also stipulate that the boundaries of the units 
are junctures, not primary stresses 

Engl 1sh sentences are with recurrent bursts 
of speed, with Jong or pauses or with 1n-
tonat1on breaks between A sentence or part of a 
sentence spoken with a single rush of syl I ables 
uninterrupted by a pause 1s a RHYTHM UNIT ( 1945 34) 

Prof Pike continues his descr1pt1on of the rhythm unit, c1t1ng 
spec1f1c examples of the single rhythm unit--

the car 
1ntonat1on 
here 1t 1s 
he said he would 
a 1ump1ng 1ack ( 1945 34) 

--and with examples of utterances which break into two rhythm units--

I want to go but I can't 
I f he comes he ' I I buy 1 t 
every day 1s Pepsodent day (1945 34) 
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And 1f the examples of the single and double rhythm units are marked 
for primary stresses and terminal Junctures--

the c£r 

1nton£t1on 

h~re 1 t 1 s# 

he s ~ 1 d he w ou I d # 
/ 

a JUmp1ng Jack 

w~nt to go II but I c~n't# 
I / 

If he comes II he' I I buy 1t# 
I I 
every day II 1s Pepsodent day# 

--each simple rhythm unit contains one and only one primary stress, 
and the primary stress 1s not restricted to any single pos1t1on 1n-
s1de the unit, and each simple rhythm unit has boundaries which 
occur simultaneously with a terminal Juncture And the plus JUnc-
ture neither begins nor ends a simple rhythm unit 

In add1t1on to descr1b1ng the simple rhythm unit 1n terms of 
stress and Juncture, Prof Pike also describes the rhythm unit 
1n terms of pitch contour "A rhythm unit which contains one, 
and only one, primary contour 1s a SIMPLE RHYTHM UNIT 

the un 1vers1 ty 
3- 0 2- -4 11 

Robert must do 1t 
0 2- -4 11 < 1945 34) 

In add1t1on to establ 1sh1ng the boundaries of simple rhythm 
units 1n terms of stress, pitch, and Juncture, Prof Pike makes 
other observations about the nature of the simple rhythm unit 

(I) "Words 1n very close grammatical assoc1at1on are 
I 1kely to belong to the same rhythm unit 

the boy 
3- 0 2-4 11 

He's gone 
3- 0 2-4 11 
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Come 1n 
3- 6 2-4 11 
It's a big one 
3- 0 2- -4 II < 1945 35-36) 

(2) "Words which have no innate lexrcal stress tend to Join 
that rhythm group precedrng or fol lowing them with which 
they are grammatical Jy most closely related 

I 1 m got ng to, tomorrow 
3- 0 2- -31 3- 0 2-4 II 
He gave 1t to the man 
3- 0 2- -313- 0 2-4 II 
Whom dtd you tel I rt to yesterday? 
0 2-313- 0 2- -31°2- -4 II < 1945 36) 

(3) "The beg1nn1ng of any simple rhythm unit almost 
always co1nc1des with the beg1nn1ng of a word" (1945 36) 

(4) "The beg1nn1ng of a simple rhythm unit tends 
to co1nc1de with the beg1nn1ng of a total contour, whether 
the total contour begins with a precontour or begins di-
rectly with a primary contour, as 1n 

the boy 
3- 0 2-41 I 

and Don't 
"0"2-4 I I < 19 45 36 l 

(5) "The ending of a simple rhythm unit tends to end 
co1nc1dental ly with some word" ( 1945 36) 

(6) The ending of a simple rhythm unit also occurs "at that 
place where some primary contour 1s ending at the same 
time" ( 1945 36) 

The cr1ter1a which Prof Pike describes for the determ1nat1on 
of the boundaries of the "simple rhythm unit" are those cr1ter1a 
which must be used to determine the boundaries of isochronous units, 
1~ 1 soch ronous un 1 ts do 1 ndeed ex 1st 1 n poetry 1 n Eng I 1 sh How-
ever, 1f 1t 1s to be said that isochronous rhythm units do exist 1n 
poetry 1n Engl 1sh, then the elapsed reading times for successive 
simple rhythm units, successive isochronous units, must be 
essentially the same 
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For purposes of testing the cr1ter1a set forth Prof Pike, 
for establ 1sh1ng the boundaries of simple rhythm uni , for the 
boundaries of isochronous units, and for purposes of demonstrating 
the feas1b1I1ty of isochronous rhythms 1n poetry 1n Engl 1sh, two 
readers were asked to read Gerard Manley Hopkins' 11 P1ed Beauty 11 2 __ 
and their readings were taped Using the readings as the basis for 
marking the poem, the poem was marked for primary stresses and 
junctures 1n such a manner as to conform to al I ten cr1ter1a set 
forth by Prof Pike for the determ1nat1on of the boundaries of a 
simple rhythm unit each unit (I) was delivered "as a single rush 
of syllables uninterrupted by a pause", (2) was bounded on either 
end by a terminal juncture, (3) contained one and only one primary 
stress, (4) contained at least one syllable, with the total number 
of syllables occurring at random, 3 (5) contained one and only one 
primary pitch contour (6) contained words 1n close grammatical 
assoc1at1on, (7) began at the beg1nn1ng of a word \8) began at the 
beg1nn1ng of a total pitch contour, \9) ended with the ending of a 
word, and ( 10) ended with the ending of a primary pitch contour 

The taped phrases were then pl into a Tektronix, type 
565, dual-beam osc1 I loscope, and a lero1d camera (timed exposure 
at f 2 8, with type 107f1 Im) was used to produce osc1 I lograms 
The sweep of the osc1 I loscope was set at 2 0 seconds, producing a 
total time lapse for the osc1 I logram of 200 cent1seconds, each 
major d1v1s1on of the osc1 I loscope grid recording 20 cent1seconds 
elapsed time, and the minor d1v1s1ons of the grid recording 4 
cent1seconds elapsed time 4 

The poem, as 1t appears below, 1s marked for stress and 
Juncture as per Prof Pike's criteria The numbers appearing 
above each I 1ne 1nd1cate the succession 1n which the marked phrases 
occur 1n the poem, and the sequence 1n which they were measured 
The brackets appearing below the I 1ne mark the outside 
l1m1 of the measured phrase, and the number immediately below 
the phrases and 1nterrupt1ng the square brackets 1nd1cate the 
the elapsed time as measured for that phrase from the tape of the 
first reader 

(2) / 
I for dappled things // 
-----1 

(3) 
For skies of couple-c61 
·~-----104------' 

I ~:)a br1nded c~w // 
I 100-~__. 
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(5) I (6) I' 
For rose-moles! I al I 1n st1ple. 

96 !_ 9 8 _..:..__j 

(7) 
upon trout that sw(M II 

·----96 
(8) t (9) I (10) I 

1 recoal, I! chestnut-fa I ls 1 finches' wings II 
100----l ·--100--- 98----1 

(I l) ( 12) 

1Landscape pl6'tted and p1ecedl //,fO'!d, tat low and plow II 
~-----104 ~ '------- 108--- __ J 
(13)/ (14) '/ 

!And al I trades! /!their gear and tackle and trrrn
1
# 

110. -- 130 
(15) (16) (17) (18) 
Al I things c6unterll orfg1nal // sp£re II str£nge // 
(19) (20) (21) 
Whatever 1s f(ckle II frtckled II (Who knows h6w?) // 
(22) / (2~) (2~) 

LW1th swift, slowjl1 sweet, /ladazzle, dim I 
---- I I 2 - L--~ I 16 I 14 I 

(25) (26) 
/!whose be'auty 1s past change P 

~~--' . 134 

# 

The poem itself 1s d1v1ded into three sentences, the first end-
ing with phrase 14, the second with phrase 26, and the final phrase 
(27) 1s the final sentence The or1g1nal intent, for purposes of 
demonstration only, was to time the phrases 1n the first sentence 
of the poem However, when the phrase t1m1ngs for the first sentence 
were completed, the difference between the elapsed time for phrase 
14 and the other phrases of the sentence was so great that the 
phrases were ret1med--w1th the same result Consequently, the final 
phrases of the second sentence were also timed and, again, the 
elapsed time for the f 1nal phrase of the sentence was substantial 
ly longer than the elapsed time for the other phrases, but essen-
t1 ally of the same duration as phrase 14--perhaps, s1gnaJ1 the 
end of the sentence, since the two phrases which terminate 
sentences constitute the only major d1v1at1ons for reasonably con-
sistent timings for the phrases w1th1n the sentences 

Elsewhere 1n the first sentence of the poem, the elapsed times 
for the reading of consecutive phrases remains exceedingly close, 
with a variance of only six cent1seconds between the elapsed rimes 
for phrases 10 and I I being the greatest, with phrases I, 2, 4, 8, 
and 9 al I having an elapsed reading time of 100 cent1seconds, and 
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with the elapsed reading times for any other two consecutive 
phrases varying no more than two to four cent1seconds 

Relatively few phrases from the second read1 
yet tne t1m1ngs reflect an isochronous reading of 
phrases 

(a 11 t1 mes In cent1seconds) 

1me 

I 100 
2 100 
3 104 
4 100 
5 96 
6 98 
7 96 
8 100 
9 100 

10 98 
11 104 
12 108 
13 110 
14 130 
22 112 
23 116 
24 114 
25 112 

were timed, 
poem's 

108 
110 
112 
110 

110 
114 
116 
128 
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The second set of t1m1nqs also reflects another aspect of isochron-
ous rhythms though the-elapsed times for reading 1nd1v1dual phrases 
vary from the first reader to the second reader, both readers are 
cons 1 stent 1 n an 1 soch ronous rend 1 t 1 on of the poem's phrases In 
other words, d 1 fferent readers may read the 1 soch ronous rhythms of 
a poem at different rates of speed, but the elapsed times for con-
secutive phrases are consistent with each reader 

The data presented here 1s sparse, yet demonstrative, however, 
the data does establ 1sh a proper set of cr1ter1a for determ1n1ng 
the boundaries of isochronous units 1n poetry 1n Engl 1sh And a-
bove al I, the data demonstrates the existence of isochronous 
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rhythms 1n poetry 1n Engl 1sh 

And, perhaps, the criteria out I 1ned 1n this paper w111 lead to 
further 1nvest1gat1ons into the nature of 1sochrony, into the re-
lat1onsh1ps between the shape of the poem (or prose) on the printed 
page and rhythmic readings, into the rhythmic relatronsh1ps between 
poems written 1n the 1amb1c trad1t1on and those written 1n the tra-
d1t1on of free verse, and, perhaps, even into the relat1onsh1p be-
tween muscular rhythms 1n the production of speech and the rhythms 
of poetry 5 

NOTES 

IAlso see Pike 1945 35, Pike 1947 13a, and Shen 1962 5 

2Hopk1ns'poem was elected because both Scott ( 1974) and H111 
( 1966 6-18) work with Hopkins' rhythms, but without supplying 
electronic data to support the1 r claims of isochronous rhythms 

3For variant numbers of syllables to be read 1n essentially 
equal elapsed times, an utterance 1n English would have to be sub-
ject to compression (or stretching) with respect to elapsed times 
and such has been conclusively demonstrated by Leh1ste 1971 and 
1973 

4The t1m1ngs reported 1n this paper were made 1n the Physics 
Department at the Un1vers1ty of North Carolina at Charlotte, with 
technical assistance from B111 Melton, Asst Prof of Physics 

5Dav1d Abercrombie ( 1971 19-20) asserts that speech rhythms 
(and the reading of poetic rhythms) 1n Engl 1sh 1s directly corre-
lated with the muscular rhythms of speech production, even 1n 
s 1 I ent read 1 ng 
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